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Form passive sentences from the following sentences below using the 
formulas:!!
Object + will + be + v3 + by agent!
Object + be + going to + be + v3 + by agent !!
For questions : Will + object + be + v3 …. / Be + object + going to + be + v3!!
The first one has been done for you.!!
1.He will do it for you. It will be done for you by him!!
2.They are going to take Amelia to Argentina tomorrow.!!
3. Will the manager give you a promotion?!!
4. How will you take them to Birmingham?!!
5. Are they going to beat him up?!!
6. They will take care you.!!
7. He is going to pick you up tomorrow.!!
8. They are going to win the game.!!
9. Chicago Bulls are going to defeat the LA Lakers.!!
10. The athlete is going to train the student.!!
11. The teacher will give her students detention.!!
12. She will be the next president of America.!!!
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1.He will do it for you. It will be done for you by him!!
2.They are going to take Amelia to Argentina tomorrow.!
    Amelia is going to be taken to Argentina tomorrow by them.!!
3. Will the manager give you a promotion?!
   Will promotion be given to you by the manager?!!
4. How will you take them to Birmingham?!
    How will they be taken to Birmingham by you?!!
5. Are they going to beat him up?!
    Is he going to be beaten up by them?!!
6. They will take care you.!
     Will you be taken care (of) by them?!!
7. He is going to pick you up tomorrow.!
    You are going to be picked up by him tomorrow.!!
8. They are going to win the game.!
     The game is going to be won by them.!!
9. Chicago Bulls are going to defeat the LA lakers.!
     The LA Lakers are going to be defeated by the Chicago Bulls.!!
10. The athlete is going to train the student.!
      The student is going to be trained by the athlete.!!
11. The teacher will give her students detention.!
      The students will be given detention by the teacher.!!
12. She will be the next president of America.!
      The next president of America will be her.!
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